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Revision history  
Revision 0 (17 March 2006) First revision

Related documents  
sas2r02 - Serial Attached SCSI - 2 (SAS-2) revision 2

Overview  
The icon in SAS-1 and SAS-1.1 includes small dots that may be difficult to print/manufacture/read in small renditions. Also, color is not always available.

A simplified alternate monochrome icon is proposed for uss where the primary icon cannot be used.

Suggested changes

Annex A  
(informative)

SAS icons

A SAS icon should be included on or near all connectors used by devices compliant with this standard.

NOTE 1 - Contact the SCSI Trade Association at http://www.scsita.org for versions of the SAS icons in various graphics file formats.

Figure A.1 shows the general primary SAS icon. This icon should be included on or near all connectors used by devices compliant with this standard.

Figure A.1 — SAS icon

NOTE 2 — Contact the SCSI Trade Association at http://www.scsita.org for versions of the SAS icons in various graphics formats.
Figure A.2 shows an alternate SAS icon that may be used instead when the area for the icon is small.

Figure A.3 shows the alternate SAS icon with the SAS abbreviation alongside.